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Abstract: Today recommendation system has become very
convenient as it is the best technique to make online websites. It
has a large number of applications in many fields including
economic, education and scientific research. Recommendation
systems are the search engines which analyses the user’s browsing
history and suggest the product according to his taste.
Recommendation system applies various approaches to predict
users interest on information, products and services among the
tremendous amount of available items. In this paper we first
describe the recommendation system and then explaining the
related research done in this field. The vast growth of information
on the internet as well as number of visitors to websites add some
key challenges to recommendation system which we discussed
lastly in the paper.

1. Content based filtering
2. Collaborative filtering
3. Hybrid filtering
Out of all the approaches, collaborative filtering is the most
common used as it promotes the evolution of new techniques
and methods.

Keywords: Recommendation system, Collaborative filtering,
Content based filtering, Hybrid approach.

1. Introduction
Web is used by most of the real world applications. We are
facing the issue of rapid growth of information on the web
which is causing information overloading. It becomes difficult
for the users to find the desired information on time among the
huge amount of information. By considering this work of
searching as an extremely time- consuming task. The enormous
data is created by the increasing number of publications, which
is growing at a very high rate. In order to solve the problem,
recommendation systems can be a game changer for the
providers specially e-commerce service providers because in ecommerce small increase in user interaction percentages can
generate a huge profit gain for the market [1]. Recommendation
system can be seen as a technology of filtering the useful
information which helps to make a prediction about any user’s
preference. Recommendation system takes a user profile and
compare it with some specific characteristics, and then predict
the chances that a user will like an item or not.
It uses a personalized filtering technology either to predict
whether a user will like a particular item or to recognize a set of
N items which will of user’s interest. There are many areas
where recommender system commonly used is Netflix,
YouTube, Amazon, Face book and Twitter. Recommendation
system used data mining technique to filter out the data which
is stored in the user’s browsing history. It comprises of three
steps: Data preprocessing, Data analysis and Result
interpretation.
The various types of recommender systems are:

Fig. 1. Recommendation approaches

The power of current search engines lies in the ability to find
documents containing particular keywords. Due to synonyms
and ambiguous nomenclatures, this approach does not deliver
satisfying results.
In this research paper we are presenting recommendation
system, which is a combination of both content-based and
collaborative based techniques. This approach can reduce the
problem of finding appropriate research papers.
Recommendation systems are tools and techniques that help
users in order to make decision instead of only depending on
text mining, this approach combines citation analysis, ratings
and source analysis to a recommendation system. It is in under
development stage and open for suggestions [2].
First part of the research paper gives an overview of the work
done in the field of recommendation system and how ratings
help the users to get the desired information in less span of time.
Filtering helps to rectify unwanted information available on the
web. The last part of the paper depicts the challenges and issues
persisting in recommendation systems.
2. Background
Recommendation system uses a number of different
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technologies to predict the ranking. The outcome of
recommendation system is mainly two out of many approaches.
These are collaborative based filtering and content-based
filtering. Content based filtering [3] approaches are based on
the user’s profile of the preference to indicate the types of item
user like. In this all the information about the user’s choice in
stored in his profile and from there his interest is analyzed and
depending on his taste suggestions are made to the user. It also
includes opinion-based recommender systems.
The most widely used algorithm is the collaborative filtering
which is based on the assumptions that people agreed in past
will agree in future. It requires the user’s rating [4] to preference
the item. The more users rate items, the more accurate
recommendation becomes. It focuses on social community that
helps in deciding the user having the same likes and if the users
having the same choices and taste then they will fall in same
category. However, collaborative filtering algorithms have
come to be the best as it does not depend on the machine
analyzing content.
Various approaches used in collaborative filtering are:
1. User-based approach: It is based mainly on the user. The
item is suggested by finding the same users. If majority of
the user has the same likes or preference they tend to fall in
the same category. The computation is difficult due to its
dynamic nature [5].
2. Item-based approach: It is based on the notion of items. The
filtering is done by finding the similarity between the
different items. Recommendation is made on similar item
user has likes. As the items do not change rapidly so
computation can be done offline [5].
Hybrid filtering [6] consists of both content-based filtering
and collaborative filtering for the better output. The
combination of approaches can be done in many ways:
1. Implementation of separate algorithms and combining the
results.
2. Utilizing some methods of collaborative filtering in content
based approach
3. Utilizing some methods of content based filtering in
collaborative approach
4. Creating a mixed recommendation system which brings
both the approaches
Some of the modern recommendation approaches aresemantic based approach, context based technique, peer to peer
approach and cross lingual approach.
3. Related Research
Research paper recommendation systems do not exist
practically. But concepts have been published that could be
used for their awareness. Considerable amount of work has
been done in the field of academic research. Mostly work is
done on the profiling of researchers, which intent at ranking the
authors.
Collaborative filtering and ratings are suggested by some
authors. The main focus is to rank the research papers.
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For conferences and authors, the rankings are obtained from
the ranks of research paper. Ratings could be obtained
straightway by contemplating citations as ratings [7] or
completely generated by monitoring actions of readers such as
bookmarking or downloading [8], [9]. Mostly work on the
research make use of number of citations in the form of metric.
But this metric only considers the quantity of citations not the
quality of citations.
Databases of citations apply citation analysis such as
bibliographic coupling co-citation analysis [10] for the
identification of papers that resemble with input papers [11].
Impact factor depends on the number of citations, and not
always gives correct results.
We can use a modified version of the PageRank algorithm.
Search engines such as Google Scholar mainly focuses on text
mining and counting of citations. Every concept have some
disadvantages, which restrict its propriety to generate
recommendations.
For example, homographs cannot be identified by citation
analysis [12]. Similarly, lists can hold inappropriate entries.
Limitations occur with text-based analysis, which has to
handle ambiguous nomenclatures. Therefore, recommendation
systems that are text-based are not able to identify related
papers if distinct terms are used.
To improve recommendation system performance when only
ratings are not adequate to calculate the resemblances for user.
Filtering’s in the field of recommendation is condemned for
many reasons. Some claims that this filtering would be not
effective in domains where more items than exist [13]. Some
believes that users would not be convinced to spend time for
rating research papers directly.
These filtering has to deal with the feasibility of manipulation
[14]. Other drawback is that the ratings and the users need to
get useful recommendations.
4. Challenges and Issues
A. Cold-start [15]
In this the new user does not have any data stored in his
profile so it is difficult to made recommendation as his taste is
almost unknown. This is the cold start problem. This problem
can be solved by using hybrid approach.
B. Scalability [15]
There are millions of users and products for which the
recommendations are made in different environments. Thus, a
large number of resources are required to get perfect and
efficient recommendations.
C. Sparsity [15]
In online shops there are large number of items and most of
the active users have rated small subset of database which can
result in the lowest rating of the popular items. Sparsity arises
due to lack of information.
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D. Trust [15]
It is irrelevant to compare the user who rarely used his profile
and rate the item with the most active user having great history.
This arises the issues of trust while evaluating. These problems
can be solved by giving preference to the user.
E. Privacy [15]
Privacy is the most arising problem. To give user the most
precise recommendation, the system uses the data about the
user like demographic data and location. This arises the eye on
the reliability, security and confidentiality of the user. Many
online shops use certain algorithm to protect the privacy of the
user.
F. Loss of neighborhood transitivity [15]
When user 1 is connected with user 2 and user 2 is related
with user 3 then possibly user 1 would connect with user 3. This
type of relation is not understood by recommender system but
this can be possibly understood with knowledge from ontology.

rapidly becoming an important tool in E-commerce on the Web.
Different techniques have been incorporated in recommended
systems. A large number of computations is required to give
better results. Recommender system are being stressed by huge
volume of data in database. New technologies are needed that
can dramatically improve the scalability and efficiency of
recommender systems.
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